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Homework Set #7
ASTR 201 - Spring 2016


Due: April 20


Write your answers CLEARLY and SHOW YOUR WORK.
IMPORTANT NOTE: For some of the questions in this set, there is not a formula


where you can go and simply plug in numbers. These questions rely on your understand-
ing, and being able to create your own formulas.


1. Star Lifetimes (12 pts.) a) For most stars on the main sequence, luminosity
scales with mass as M3.5 (see Math Tools 16.1). What luminosity does this relationship
predict for i) 0.5M� stars, ii) 6M� stars, and iii) 60M� stars? (Put your answers in units
of solar luminosity L�.)


b) Using the information in Table 16.1, calculate the lifetimes of 0.5, 6, and 60M�
stars in units of the Sun’s lifetime.


c) The main sequence stars Sirius (spectral type A1), Vega (A0), Spica (B1), Fomal-
haut (A3), and Regulus (B7) are among the 20 brightest stars in the sky. Explain how
you can tell that all these stars are younger than the Sun.


d) The second longest stage in a star’s life occurs when it is fusing helium. Helium
fusion provides less energy than hydrogen fusion does (about 12 times less when equal
amounts of mass burned), and stars are generally more luminous (about 40L�) during
this time. Explain how this affects the lifetime of the star in this stage.


2. Giants and Supergiants (10 pts.) a) Near the end of the Sun’s life, the Sun’s
radius will extend nearly to Earth’s orbit. Estimate the volume of the Sun at that time
assuming the Sun is a sphere. Using that result, estimate the average density of the giant
Sun. How does that density compare with the density of the Sun today and to the density
of Earth’s atmosphere at sea level (about 10−3 g / cm3)?


b) The distance of the red supergiant Betelgeuse is approximately 427 light years. If
it were to explode as a supernova, it would be one of the brightest stars in the sky. Right
now, the brightest star in the sky other than the Sun is Sirius (which has a luminosity of
26LSun and is 26 light years away). How much brighter than Sirius would the Betelgeuse
supernova be (from our point of view) if it reached a maximum luminosity of 1010LSun?


c) There have been some claims that when Betelgeuse explodes it will be like having a
second Sun in the sky. Compare Betelgeuse’s brightness to the Sun’s brightness at Earth.
Is this likely to be correct?


3. Mass and Light. (10 pts.) Our galaxy has approximately 50,000 stars of average
mass (0.5M�) for every main sequence star of 20M�, but 20M� stars are about 10


4 times
more luminous than the Sun and 0.5M� stars are only 0.08 times as luminous as the Sun.


a) How does the luminosity of the single massive star compare to the total luminosity
of the 50,000 less massive stars?


b) How much mass is contained in the lower-mass stars compared to the single high-
mass star?


c) Which stars — lower-mass or higher-mass — contain more mass in the galaxy, and
which produce more light? Explain your answers.


4. Low-Mass Stellar Evolution (14 pts.): Do the worksheet on page 519 of the
book (“Explorations: Low-Mass Stellar Evolution”). It uses an animation that can be








found at astro.unl.edu/naap/hr/animations/hrExplorer.html.


Article Outline #2 (Selection)
ASTR 201 - Spring 2016


Due: April 20


Choose a popular astronomy article from a reliable source (some possibilities, with
weblinks, are listed in the syllabus). The article can be on any astronomy topic, but
should involve recent research (and NOT what is up the sky this month). I recommend
finding an article relating to stars this time, but it is not a requirement.


Submit a complete copy of the article you choose. Look for an article that discusses
the results of one scientific study. A big article may be acceptable, but if you want to use
one, you will be doing the outline on one piece of it — make sure you mark which piece.


The full article outline will be due after the last quiz of the semester, and will be
similar to the first one (including the grading rubric).
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